
Apartment Rates
Uniform Apartment Rates

Effective January 1, 2023

Collections per week

                                 Frequency

Size 1 per week 2 per week 3 per week 4 per week* 5 per week 6 per week* 7 per week

32 - gal cart 28.12$         56.22$         84.33$         133.52$        140.55$     189.75$        267.06$       

64 - gal cart 56.22$         112.44$       168.67$       267.06$        281.11$     379.49$        534.10$       

96 - gal cart 84.33$         168.67$       252.99$       400.57$        421.66$     569.24$        801.14$       

1.0 - yd bin 177.42$       354.85$       532.27$       842.75$        887.11$     1,197.60$     1,685.50$    

1.5 - yd bin 266.14$       532.28$       798.41$       1,264.16$     1,330.69$  1,796.43$     2,528.30$    

2.0 - yd bin 354.85$       709.68$       1,064.53$   1,685.50$     1,774.21$  2,395.19$     3,371.01$    

2.5 - yd bin 443.56$       887.12$       1,330.68$   2,106.91$     2,217.78$  2,994.03$     4,213.81$    

* Includes Saturday service. 

Provisions and Requirements

● Accounts subject to a $5.83 per dwelling unit charge. 

● The below rates apply to carts located outside.

● A Key Charge in the amount of $7.88 will be applied to each bin for every pickup in a week.

● Apartments rates include the following components:

- Discount equals volumetric diversion rate ([Recycling + Composting]/Total Volume) less 25% (75% Diversion - 25% = 50% Discount)

- Charges for premium services, such as key, distance and elevation charges are not subject to discounts

● No extra charge for collection less than 50 feet from curb. Distance charge is 12.5% times volume charge (before diversion discount) for weekly 

collection from within each 50-foot increment thereafter. Distance is from curb to farthest bin. 

● No extra charge for collection less than 4 feet elevation change from street level. Elevation charge is 25% times volume charge (before diversion 

discount) for weekly collection from elevation changes within each 8-foot increment thereafter. Elevation is from street level to farthest bin. 

● The Apartment Rates are effective January 1, 2023 through September 30, 2023.  Actual rates charged to any individual customer is a function of the 

specific composition of services.
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